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We propose FMJ (Featherweight Multi Java), an extension of Featherweight Java
with encapsulated multi-methods thus providing dynamic overloading. Multi-methods
(collections of overloaded methods associated to the same message, whose selection
takes place dynamically instead of statically as in standard overloading) are a useful
and flexible mechanism which enhances re-usability and separation of responsibilities.
However, many mainstream languages, such as, e.g., Java, do not provide it, resorting to
only static overloading.
The proposed extension is conservative and type safe: both ‘‘message-not-understood’’
and ‘‘message-ambiguous’’ are statically ruled out. Possible ambiguities are checked during
type checking only on method invocation expressions, without requiring to inspect all
the classes of a program. A static annotation with type information guarantees that in a
well-typed program no ambiguity can arise at run-time. This annotation mechanism also
permits modeling static overloading in a smooth way.
Our core language can be used as the formal basis for an actual implementation of
dynamic (and static) overloading in Java-like languages.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Method overloading is a kind of polymorphism where different method implementations with the same name are
invokedbasedon the types of the arguments passed. Inmainstream languages, such as C++ and Java, overloading is typically
a staticmechanism in that themost appropriate implementation is selected statically by the compiler according to the static
type of the arguments (static overloading). In this respect, Cardelli andWegner [16] call this kind of polymorphism ‘‘ad hoc’’.
On the other hand, the need of adopting dynamic overloading (run-time selection mechanism based on the dynamic
types of the receiver and the arguments) arises in many situations. A typical scenario is when there are two separate class
hierarchies and the classes of a hierarchy have to operate on instances of classes of the other hierarchy according to their
dynamic types. Quoting from [2], ‘‘You have an operation that manipulates multiple polymorphic objects through pointers or
references to their base classes. You would like the behavior of that operation to vary with the dynamic type of more than one
of those objects’’. This is quite a recurrent situation in object-oriented design, since separation of responsibilities enhances
class decoupling and thus re-usability.
Typically, we have a class hierarchy for a specific operation with a superclass, say, Operation, that is separate from
the hierarchy of the elements with a superclass, say, Elem. This separation easily permits changing dynamically the kind of
operation performed on elements by simply changing the object responsible for the operation (indeed, object composition
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is preferred to class inheritance, in situations where these changes have to take place dynamically, see [27]). For instance,
we may structure the class Operation as follows, where ElemB is a subclass of ElemA and ElemC is a subclass of ElemB,
class Operation {
public void op(ElemA e) { ... }
public void op(ElemB e) { ... }
public void op(ElemC e) { ... }
...
}
in order to perform a specific operation according to the actual type of the element. However, such methods like op, having
different signatures, are considered overloaded, and thus, in languages such as C++ and Java, they are both type checked
and selected statically: at compile time it is decided which version fits best the type declaration of the argument e. So, the
following code:
Operation o = new Operation();
ElemA e = new ElemB();
...
o.op(e);
would not select dynamically the most appropriate method according to the actual (run-time) type of e.
Dynamic overloading is useful also because it provides safe covariant specialization of methods, where subclasses are
allowed to redefine a method by specializing its arguments. There is a general evidence that covariant code specialization
is an indispensable practice in many situations [36,6]. Its most expressive application appears with binary methods [14], i.e.,
methods that act on objects of the same type: the receiver and the argument. It seems quite natural to specialize binary
methods in subclasses and to require that the new code replaces the old definition when performing code selection at run-
time according to the actual type of the arguments and the receiver.
Covariant specialization, overriding, overloading and binary methods have often participated together in making the
relation between overloading and subtyping more complex than it is due. It is generally recognized that static overloading
is misleading in Java-like languages [37,10]. Indeed, overloading interaction with inheritance differs among different
languages, thus originating a confusing situation in programming in practice: it might become difficult to figure out
which method implementation will be executed at run-time when different signatures match with the type of the actual
parameters (by subtyping). Instead dynamic overloading does not suffer from this problem. In this respect, Castagna
[17] provides an insightful study of these problems and concludes that once the above concepts are given the correct
interpretation, everything turns out to be clear and, most importantly, safe. However, overloading needs to be dynamic
in order to have the full flexibility without problems. Also for this reason, we believe that problems and skepticism in using
static overloading should disappear when one can exploit dynamic overloading.
The concept of dynamic overloading is interchangeable with the one ofmulti-methods [23,39,18]. A multi-method can be
seen as a collection of overloaded methods, called branches, associated to the same message, but the selection takes place
dynamically according to run-time types of both the receiver and the arguments. Thoughmulti-methods are widely studied
in the literature and supported in languages such as CLOS [12], Dylan [43] and BeCecil [21], they have not been added to
mainstream programming languages such as Java, C++ and C#. Due to this shortcoming, programmers are forced to resort
to RTTI (run-time type information) mechanisms and if statements to manually explore the run-time type of an object, and
to type downcasts, in order to force the view of an object according to its run-time representation. Indeed, in many cases,
this is the only solution to overcome the shortcomings of the language [33,32]. However, the solutions based on RTTI and
type casts are usually unsatisfactory since they make the evolution of the program harder by undermining its extensibility.
Moreover, the problem of solutions based on run-time checks is that, apart from requiring manual programming, they
are error prone; e.g., in the following code, that tries to manually simulate dynamic overloading, the case for ElemC should
have come before the case for ElemB:
public void op(ElemA e) {
if (e instanceof ElemB)
op((ElemB)e);
else if (e instanceof ElemC)
op((ElemC)e);
else {
// code for case ElemA
}
}
As is, the case for ElemCwill never be executed.
Another problem is that, when combining two object-oriented mechanisms, crucial issues arise that lead the designers
of the language to choose directions that simplify the implementation of the language itself at the cost of sacrificing its
flexibility. This typically happens when combining static overloading and inheritance [10]. In this respect, Ancona et al. [4]
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tackle this issue and show how the design choices of languages such as Java (earlier than version 1.4) are counter intuitive
and too restrictive. In particular, in [4] the authors point out that semantics of overloading and inheritance is rather ‘‘clean’’
if it is interpreted through a copy semantics of inheritance, whereby all the inherited overloaded methods are intended to
be directly copied into the subclass (apart for those explicitly redefined by the subclass itself). This avoids a too restrictive
overloading resolution policy that leads to ‘‘strange’’ compilation errors or unexpected behaviors. From a foundational point
of view, following Meyer [37], inheritance nicely fits a framework where classes are viewed as functions, a special case of
sets; the basic idea for modeling inheritance is that a class is the ‘‘union’’ of its own definition and those of its parent(s)
(following themodel of [1]). The ‘‘flattening’’ of classes is also adopted in engineering of object-oriented systems in particular
to study the impact of inheritance on object-oriented metrics [11].
In this paper we propose FMJ (Featherweight Multi Java), an extension of Featherweight Java (FJ) [29,40] with multi-
methods, thus providing dynamic overloading. Our proposal guarantees that the dynamic selection of an overloadedmethod
is as specific as possible, also with respect to the parameter types, by using the standard method lookup starting from the
dynamic class of the receiver. The extension is conservative and type safe (both ‘‘message-not-understood’’ and ‘‘message-
ambiguous’’ are statically ruled out) and can be used as the formal basis for an actual implementation of dynamic overloading
in Java-like languages.
FMJwas first introduced in [9],wheremulti-methods are constrainedby three consistency conditions (thatwe call ‘‘global
well-formedness’’ of multi-methods), adapted from [18,19], which require all the classes in the program to be inspected in
order to statically rule out all possible ambiguities at run-time. In the present paper, we relax the notion of well-formedness,
namely:
• we statically rule out run-time ambiguities by inspecting only multi-method invocation expressions (as in the compilers
of Java-like languages), instead of definitions as in [9];
• the typechecking of multi-method definitions exploits a local well-formedness, which does not require the whole class
hierarchy.
This makes our present model closer to programming language implementations where modules can be type checked in
isolation and then composed dynamicallywithout typechecking thewhole program again. In a sense, the solution presented
in [9] limits the object-oriented principle of extensibility: adding new subclasses, and then new branches for a multi-
method, is rather intrusive on the previous code since it can undermine the soundness of superclasses, thus complicating
maintenance and incremental software development. These drawbacks seem to be intrinsic to multi-methods declared
within classes, so that many proposals in the literature prefer to adopt them as external functions (see Section 6).
In the present paper we improve the solution presented in [9], by avoiding limitations on modularity, program
extensibility and maintenance, while retaining the basic principle that ‘‘methods are class members’’. Moreover we fully
formalize our proposal by proving the type safety property. Once a program passes the typechecking (well typed), the
absence of dynamic ambiguities is assured by a precompilation process that annotates method invocation expressions with
static type information (collected during type checking). This type informationwill drive dynamicmethod dispatch to select
the most appropriate (i.e., specialized) branch at run-time.
The annotation process allows us tomodel static overloading in a smoothway. Being able tomodel also static overloading
is important, not only for studying the above mentioned interactions with other language features, but also for formalizing
implementations of dynamic overloading through static overloading, such as [7,8].
The multi-methods we are considering are encapsulatedmulti-methods, i.e., they are actual methods of classes and not
external functions (as, e.g., in [43,41]), and the branch selection is symmetric: during dynamic overloading selection the
receiver type of themethod invocation has no precedence over the argument types (differently from the encapsulatedmulti-
methods of [14] and [13]).
Symmetry of branch selection is tightly related to copy semantics: if the receiver of a method invocation had the
precedence over the parameters, we would search for the best matching branch only in the class of the receiver (or in the
first superclass that defines some branch in case the class of the receiver does not define branches), i.e., without inspecting
also the superclasses’ branches (which could provide a more specialized version). Thus, copy semantics would not be
implemented.
For instance, consider a subclass of the class Operation, where we redefine the branch for ElemB and we add a
specialization to the multi-method with the branch for ElemD (where ElemD is a subclass of ElemC)1:
class ExtendedOperation extends Operation {
public void op(ElemB e) { ... } // redefinition
public void op(ElemD e) { ... } // specialization
...
};
If we had no copy semantics, then the following method invocation
1 Throughout the paper, in the examples, we will use the full Java syntax instead of the smaller FMJ one (e.g., we will use imperative features). These
examples could be written also in FMJ but they would only be more verbose.
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Fig. 1. FMJ syntax.
Operation o = new ExtendedOperation();
ElemA e = new ElemC();
...
o.op(e);
would select the branch for ElemB in ExtendedOperation, while we should have selected the branch for ElemC in
Operationwhich would be more specific.
In our approach, we get the desired behavior by adopting copy semantics and then symmetric selection. This way, the
programmer of the subclasses is not required to redefine all branches just to avoid hiding the branches of the superclasses
(this would also force the programmer to be aware of too many details of the superclasses). Although copy semantics
is a useful mechanism in most situations, there might still be cases where the programmer of the derived class would
actually like to ‘‘shadow’’ the branches of the superclass with the ones in the derived class. We refer to [9], Section 4, for
some variations of FMJ without copy semantics. Furthermore, the overloading resolution policy in Java has followed copy
semantics since version 1.4.
Concluding, we believe that the present proposal is interesting since, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to extend FJ with static and dynamic overloading (although some proposals for multi-methods in Java are already present,
see, e.g., [13,22]). Furthermore, it shows that we can rule out possible run-time ambiguities during static type checking in a
‘‘modular’’ way, without requiring to inspect all the classes of a program; this absence of modularity was a crucial limitation
of the first version of FMJ inherited from [18,19]. Moreover, we maintain the type safety of the language, differently from
other proposals that model and implement multi-methods without preserving this crucial property (see Section 6).
Finally, we believe that dynamic overloading gives object-oriented languages an extra bit of flexibility and enhances code
reuse, by giving the programmer the ability to develop programs in a natural way, without needing to resort to manual (and
unsafe) ad hoc implementations.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present syntax, typing and operational semantics of FMJ. In Section 3
we prove the main formal properties. Section 4 presents a version of FMJ with static overloading, exploiting the same
annotation mechanism of Section 2. Section 5 further discusses our main design choices. Section 6 resumes some work
on multi-methods in the literature. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and proposes some future directions.
2. Featherweight Multi Java
In this sectionwe present syntax, typing and operational semantics of our proposal, the core language FMJ (Featherweight
Multi Java), which is an extension of FJ (Featherweight Java) with multi-methods. FJ [29,40] is a lightweight version of Java,
which focuses on a few basic features: mutually recursive class definitions, inheritance, object creation, method invocation,
method recursion through this, subtyping and field access.2 Thus, the minimal syntax, typing and semantics make the
type safety proof simple and compact, in such a way that FJ is a handy tool for studying the consequences of extensions and
variations with respect to Java (‘‘FJ’s main application is modeling extensions of Java’’, [40], page 248). Although we assume
that the reader is familiar with FJ, we will give a brief introduction to FJ and then we will focus on the novel aspects of FMJ
w.r.t. FJ.
The abstract syntax of FMJ constructs is given in Fig. 1 and it is just the same as FJ. The programmer, however, is allowed
to specify more than onemethod with the same name and different signatures (multi-methods), and this difference w.r.t. FJ
will be evident in the typing and in the semantics. Themetavariables B, C, D and E range over class names; f and g range over
attribute names; x ranges over method parameter names; e and d range over expressions and v and u range over values.
We use the overline notation for possibly empty sequences (e.g., ‘‘e’’ is a shorthand for a possibly empty sequence
‘‘e1, . . . , en’’). The length of a sequence e is denoted by |e|. We abbreviate pair of sequences in similar way, e.g., C f stands
for C1 f1, . . . , Cn fn. The empty sequence is denoted by •.
Following FJ, we assume that the set of variables includes the special variable this (implicitly bound in any method
declaration), which cannot be used as the name of a method’s formal parameter (this restriction is imposed by the typing
rules). Note that since we treat this in method bodies as an ordinary variable, no special syntax for it is required.
2 FJ also includes up and down casts; however, since these features are completely orthogonal to our extension with multi-methods, they are omitted
in FMJ.
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Fig. 2. FMJ subtyping.
A class declaration class C extends D {C f; K; M} consists of its name C, its superclass D (which must always be
specified, even if it is Object), a list of field names C f with their types, the constructor K, and a list of method definitions
M. The instance variables of C are added to the ones declared by D and its superclasses and are assumed to have distinct
names. The constructor declaration shows how to initialize all these fields with the received values. A method definition M
specifies the name, the signature and the body of a method; a body is a single return statement since FJ is a functional
core of Java. The samemethod name can occur with different signatures in M. Differently, in FJ all method names in the same
class are assumed to be distinct and if a method with the same name is declared in the superclass, then it must have the
same signature in all subclasses. The novel feature of FMJ consists in interpreting any definition of a method m in a class C
as the definition of a new branch of the multi-method m; the new branch is added to all the other branches of m that are
inherited (if they are not redefined) from the superclasses of C (copy semantics); thus m is a multi-method that is associated
to different branch definitions for different signatures. Clearly, the notion of standardmethod is subsumed by our definition
as a multi-method with only one branch. In the following, we will write m ∈ M (m 6∈ M) to mean that at least one branch
definition (no branch definition) of m belongs to M. Finally, values, denoted by v and u, are fully evaluated object creation
terms new C(v) (i.e., expressions that are passed to the constructor are values too) and will be the results of completely
evaluated well-typed expressions.
A class table CT is a mapping from class names to class declarations. Then a program is a pair (CT, e) of a class table
(containing all the class definitions of the program) and an expression e (the program’s main entry point). The class Object
has no members and its declaration does not appear in CT. We assume that CT satisfies some usual sanity conditions:
(i) CT(C) = class C . . . for every C ∈ dom(CT); (ii) for every class name C (except Object) appearing anywhere in
CT, we have C ∈ dom(CT); (iii) there are no cycles in the transitive closure of the extends relation. Thus, in the following,
instead of writing CT(C) = class C . . .we will simply write class C . . ..
The subtyping relation<: on classes (types) is induced by the standard subclass relation (Fig. 2): C <: D holds if and only
if either class C extends D or class C extends D1 and D1 <: D. Thus, a subtyping relation <: is defined for any
fixed class table CT.
In order to focus the attention on our extension of FJ, we will discuss in the remainder of this section only the parts of
typing and semantics that we introduced or that we modified w.r.t. FJ.
2.1. Multi-types
The types of FMJ are the types of FJ extended withmulti-types, representing types of multi-methods. A multi-type is a set
of arrow types associated to the branches of a multi-method, and is of the shape:
{C1 → C1, . . . , Cn → Cn}
We will write multi-types in a compact form, by extending the sequence notation to multi-types:
{C→ C}
We extend the sequence notation also to multi-method definitions:
C m (C x){return e; }
represents a sequence ofmethoddefinitions, eachwith the samenamem butwith different signatures (and possibly different
bodies).
C1 m (C1 x){return e1; } . . . Cn m (Cn x){return en; }
The multi-type of the above multi-method will be denoted by {C→ C}.
To lighten the notation, in the following, wewill assume a fixed class table CT and then<: is the subtype relation induced
by CT. We will write C <: D as a shorthand for C1 <: D1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cn <: Dn.
Multi-types can be constrained by three crucial consistency conditions (adapted from [18,19]), which must be checked
statically, presented in the following definition of well-formedness.
Definition 2.1 (Global Well-Formedness of Multi-Types). A multi-type {B→ B} is well-formed, denoted by
well-formed({B→ B})
if ∀ (Bi → Bi), (Bj → Bj) ∈ {B→ B} the following conditions are verified:
1. Bi 6= Bj
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2. Bi <: Bj ⇒ Bi <: Bj
3. for all Emaximal types in LB(Bi, Bj) there exists E→ E ∈ {B→ B} for some E
In the above definition, LB() is the standard lower bound set, i.e., LB(Bi, Bj) = {C | C <: Bi ∧ C <: Bj}. The first condition is
quite natural, in that it requires that all input types are distinct. The second condition guarantees that a branch specialization
is safe: if statically a branch selection has a return type, and if dynamically a more specialized branch is selected, the return
type is consistent with the static selection (it is a subtype). The third condition is crucial to rule out statically any possible
ambiguities. Note that, if no ambiguity is present at compile time, no ambiguity is guaranteed to be present also at run-time.
The third condition of well-formedness is very powerful, since it permits detecting ambiguity situations when checking
multi-method definitions, but also quite expensive and hard to implement in a real world application: it requires to have
all the types involved in a program and to test them all (that is why we call this global in this context). Besides the overhead
of the implementation of such condition (which, however, would not decrease the performance of the program itself, since
it is computed only during compilation), it might not be practical for modular compilations (e.g., a library, where the user
code is not known in advance) and it might not be checked in programs where classes are loaded dynamically (e.g., Java
programs that rely on run-time class loading).
Indeed, the compilers of mainstream programming languages, such as C++ and Java, in the presence of overloaded
methods only check that a method invocation does not raise an ambiguity. This means that the class declarations might
contain multi-methods that are not well-formed w.r.t. the global class hierarchy (Definition 2.1): the compiler does not
reject the program, provided the ambiguity does not show up in method invocation expressions. In this paper we adopt
the same policy: ambiguities are checked at multi-method invocation time (by using only the supertypes involved in the
multi-method invocation and definitions), not atmulti-method definition time (by exploring all the possible subtypes of the
parameters used inmulti-method branches). Note that the first two conditions ofwell-formedness can still be checkedwhen
type checking class declarations, without requiring the whole program. Thus, we are now considering a relaxed definition
of well-formedness, that we call Local Well-formedness:
Definition 2.2 (Local Well-Formedness of Multi-Types). A multi-type {B→ B} is well-formed, denoted by
well-formed({B→ B})
if ∀ (Bi → Bi), (Bj → Bj) ∈ {B→ B} the following conditions are verified:
1. Bi 6= Bj
2. Bi <: Bj ⇒ Bi <: Bj.
For static overloading languages, checking the absence of ambiguities at method invocation time is sufficient, since the
method selection is performed according to static information on arguments and parameters. However, in our context of
dynamic overloading, ruling out ambiguities upon method invocation time, relying on local well-formedness only, does not
guarantee their absence at run-time, when types may decrease, unless we use some static type information during dynamic
overloading method selection. We will describe our solution to this problem in the next sections, after a brief discussion
about crucial cases of ambiguities in method invocations.
2.2. Multi-method selection: Dealing with ambiguities
Ambiguities are basically due to multiple inheritance on classes. In our context, as in FJ and in full Java, we do not deal
withmultiple inheritance; however ambiguities can still arise due to subtype relations on several (a sequence of) parameter
types. For instance, let us consider the following type pairs: T = (B′, C′), U1 = (B′, C) and U2 = (B, C′) where B′ <: B and
C′ <: C, then we obtain this subtyping diagram, which is similar to a multiple inheritance hierarchy:
U1 U2
T
-
ﬀ
Thus, for simplicity, when describing the example scenarios, we will consider multiple inheritance relations, since the
same situations might be easily constructed with sequence of types easily (but they would be more verbose).
Let us consider the class hierarchy of Fig. 3 with three branches for the multi-method m that is used in the body of n (we
are not considering return types and the class of the receiver). An invocation expression such as v.m(new D(. . .)) would be
rejected by the type system, since, statically, the method selection would be ambiguous; on the other hand, during static
typing, this.m(x) is accepted, since x is of type B1, and it is typed by selecting the branch m(B1 x). However, when we
invoke v.n(new D(. . .)), then the above ambiguity arises only at run-time when x is replaced by the argument new D(. . .).
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Fig. 3. A situation with possible ambiguities.
Fig. 4. Lookup functions for typing.
We would like to stress that this situation should not represent a real ambiguity: within the context of the method n,
x is considered of type B1, and we only need to select a branch of the multi-method that handles arguments of type B1 or,
thanks to dynamic overloading, possible subtypes of B1. Thus, such invocation can handle also values of type D at run-time,
providedwe ‘‘remember’’ that during static typing (i.e., during compilation) we had selected the branch m(B1 x). This means
that we should completely rule out the branch for B2, which is unrelated w.r.t. to this invocation static context. We observe
that this will not prevent us to select the most specialized branch at run-time, i.e., m(B′1 x).
Summarizing, at run-time it is sound to select only a specialization of the static type. For instance, in the example above,
the dynamic selection of m(B2 x) is unsound since its return type might be completely unrelated to the one of m(B1 x); in
fact, condition 2 of well-formedness permits this, since B1 and B2 are unrelated and then the corresponding return types can
be unrelated too.
Thus, if we annotate all method invocations with the type of the branch selected during static type checking, we can use
this type information to filter the branches to inspect, when performing dynamic overloading method selection. Indeed, we
will define a procedure to select the most appropriate branch at run-time using both the dynamic type of the arguments
and the annotated static type, in such a way that no ambiguity can dynamically occur in well-typed programs. We will deal
with technical details of this issue in the following sections.
2.3. Auxiliary functions
We define, in Fig. 4, some auxiliary functions to look up fields and method branches from CT ; these functions are used in
the typing rules and in the operational semantics.
The look up function fields(C) returns the sequence of the field names, together with the corresponding types, for all the
fields declared in C and in its superclasses.
The mtype(m, C) lookup function (where m is the method name we are looking for, and C is the class where we are
performing the lookup) differs from the one of FJ in that it does not select amethod’s signature, but it represents amulti-type.
In particular, since we consider copy semantics of inheritance, the multi-type contains both the signatures of the branches
defined (or redefined) in the current class and the ones inherited by the superclass. For any method name, mtype returns
the empty set, when invoked on Object.
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Fig. 5. A class hierarchy for lookup functions examples.
We introduce an additional lookup function, mtypesel(m, C, C), that selects the signature of the branch of the multi-
method m in the class C, that matches best the specified argument types C (function minsel). This consists in selecting,
among the branches whose parameter types are supertypes of C, the one that is the most specific, avoiding ambiguities.
The functionminsel is defined formally in Definition 2.5 after some preliminary definitions.
Definition 2.3 (Minimal Parameter Types). Given a set of arrow types {B→ B}, we denote by MIN({B→ B}) the set of
minimal arrow types computed w.r.t. to the input types only, i.e.,
MIN({B→ B}) def= {Bi → Bi ∈ {B→ B} | ∀(Bj → Bj) ∈ {B→ B} s.t. Bi 6= Bj, Bj 6<: Bi}
For instance, let us consider the hierarchy in Fig. 5 and themulti-type S = {B→ B′, B1 → B′1, B2 → B′2, C1 → C′1, C2 →
C′2} thenMIN(S) = {C1 → C′1, C2 → C′2}.
Note thatMIN() is computed only on the parameter types, i.e., the return type is not considered (in fact, the return type
does not participate in overloading selection). In particular, the following definitions, which rely on the subtyping relation
on classes, inspect only the parameter types.
Definition 2.4 (Matching Parameter Types). Given some parameter types C and a multi-type {B→ B}, we define:
match(C, {B→ B}) def= {Bj → Bj ∈ {B→ B} | C <: Bj}
Thus,match(C, {B→ B}) selects from the multi-type {B→ B} all the branches whose parameter types ‘‘match’’ (i.e., are
supertypes of) the argument types C. For instance let us consider again the hierarchy in Fig. 5 and the multi-type S then
match(B1, S) = {B→ B′} andmatch(C3, S) = {B→ B′, B1 → B′1, C1 → C′1}.
Definition 2.5 (Most Specialized Selection). Given some parameter types C and a multi-type {B→ B}, then
minsel(C, {B→ B}) def= Bi → Bi if and only if
MIN(match(C, {B→ B})) = {Bi → Bi}
i.e.,MIN() returns a singleton.
Thus, minsel(C, {B→ B}) can fail either because the set of matching parameters is empty or because the
MIN(match(C, {B→ B})) returns a set that is not a singleton; in this latter case we have a static ambiguity, since more
than one branch might be selected. For instance (we refer to Fig. 5):
• minsel(C2, {B→ B′, B1 → B′1, B2 → B′2}) is undefined• minsel(C2, {B→ B′, B1 → B′1, B2 → B′2, C2 → C′2})= C2 → C′2• minsel(B2, {B1 → B′1, C1 → C′1}) is undefined.
2.4. Typing
As usual, a type judgment of the form Γ ` e : C states that ‘‘e has type C in the type environment Γ ’’. A type
environment is a finitemapping from variables (including this) to types, written x : C. Again, we use the sequence notation
for abbreviating Γ ` e1 : C1, . . . ,Γ ` en : Cn to Γ ` e : C.
Typing rules are presented in Fig. 6. Concerning expressions, the only rule that changes w.r.t. FJ is T-Invk: method
invocation concerns dynamic overloading, i.e., multi-method selection; in fact we use the mtypesel function, in order to
obtain the return type of the selected branch.
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Fig. 6. Typing rules.
The rule for typing a branch, T-Method, differs from the original T-Method of FJ in that we do not check for signature
redefinition (the override predicate of [40]). In FJ we need to check that if a subclass overrides a method then the signature
is not modified, i.e., that we are overriding a method definition by preserving the signature. In our case, any new signature
is legal: if it is the same as the signature of a branch already defined, then this redefinition overrides the implementation of
that branch, otherwise it is intended as the definition of a new branch for that method.
Finally, T-Class checks also that any multi-method defined in the class is well-formed (the function well-formed,
Definition 2.2).
2.5. Operational semantics
As discussed in Section 2.2, we need to annotate method invocation expressions with the (arrow) type of the branch
selected during static type checking. Thus, the operational semantics is defined on annotated programs, i.e., FMJ programs
where all expressions (including class method bodies) are annotated using the annotation function A. Since this function
relies on the static type system, it is parameterized over a type environment Γ .
Definition 2.6 (Annotation Function). Given an expression e and a type environment Γ , the annotation of e w.r.t. Γ ,
denoted byA[[e]]Γ , is defined on the syntax of e, by case analysis:
• A[[x]]Γ = x
• A[[e.f]]Γ = A[[e]]Γ .f
• A[[e.m(e)]]Γ = A[[e]]Γ .m(A[[e]]Γ )B→B
if Γ ` e : C, Γ ` e : C andmtypesel(m, C, C) = B→ B
• A[[new C(e)]]Γ = new C(A[[e]]Γ )
Given a method definition B m (B x){return e; }, in class C, the annotation of the method body e, is defined as
A[[e]]x:B,this:C.
In a real implementation, such annotation would be performed directly during compilation, i.e., during type checking.
However, in the formal presentation, separating the two phases (type checking and annotation) makes the formal
presentation simpler.
To further simplify the presentation of the operational semantics and of the properties, with an abuse of notation, in the
following we will use e (and e) also for annotated expressions where not ambiguous.
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Fig. 7. Lookup functions for operational semantics.
Then, we present the additional auxiliary lookup functions for the operational semantics in Fig. 7; clearly they act on
annotated expressions. The key function is bmtypesel which is similar to mtypesel of Fig. 4 but it has the additional fourth
parameter that is used as a bound for the bmatch function. The following definitions will explain the role of bmtypesel and
of this additional parameter.
Definition 2.7 (Bounded Matching Parameter Types). Given some parameter types C and E and a multi-type {B→ B}, we
define:
bmatch(C, {B→ B}, E) def= {Bj → Bj ∈ {B→ B} | C <: Bj <: E}
For instance let us consider again the hierarchy in Fig. 5 then:
• bmatch(C1, {B→ B′, B1 → B′1, B2 → B′2, C1 → C′1, C2 → C′2}, B)= {B→ B′, B1 → B′1, C1 → C′1}
• bmatch(C3, {B1 → B′1, B2 → B′2, C1 → C′1}, B)= {B1 → B′1, C1 → C′1}
Thus, bmatch(C, {B→ B}, E) selects from the multi-type {B→ B} all the branches whose parameter types ‘‘match’’ (i.e.,
are supertypes of) the argument types C provided that, the parameter types are subtypes of E. This shows that E acts as an
upper bound to filter out branches that are unrelated with the parameter types that were used for the static typing (see the
discussion in Section 2.2). Indeed, we call such E the top filter.
Definition 2.8 (Upper Bounds). Given the sets of arrow types {C→ C} and {B→ B}, such that {C→ C} ⊆ {B→ B}, we
define
UB({C→ C}, {B→ B}) def= {Bj → Bj ∈ {B→ B} | ∀Ci → Ci ∈ {C→ C}, Ci <: Bj}
Basically,UB({C→ C}, {B→ B}) is just the standard notion of upper bounds applied to sets of arrow types, and computed
considering only the parameter types. Indeed UB({C1 → C′1, C3 → C′3}, {B→ B′, B1 → B′1, B2 → B′2, C1 → C′1, C2 → C′2})= {B→ B′, B1 → B′1} (see Fig. 5).
Definition 2.9 (Least Upper Bound). Given the sets of arrow types {C→ C} and {B→ B}, such that {C→ C} ⊆ {B→ B},
we define the following recursive function:
LUB({C→ C}, {B→ B}) def=
let S = MIN(UB({C→ C}, {B→ B})) in
if S ≡ ∅ then fail
else if S ≡ {Bi → Bi} then Bi → Bi
else LUB(S, {B→ B})
The above recursive function LUB({C→ C}, {B→ B}) tries to find the element of {B→ B}which is the least upper bound
of the subset {C→ C}. The search succeeds whenMIN(UB({C→ C}, {B→ B})) returns a singleton; in case it returns a set,
the function calls itself with such resulting set as the new first argument; the search fails if MIN(UB({C→ C}, {B→ B}))
returns an empty set, i.e., if the set of upper bounds is empty. However, in a well-typed program, this function never fails
at run-time (see Section 3). Furthermore, since there are no cycles in the class relation graph, it is trivial to verify that this
function always terminates.
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Fig. 8. A diamond hierarchy situation.
Definition 2.10 (Bounded Most Specialized Selection). Given some parameter types C, E and a multi-type {B→ B}, then
bminsel(C, {B→ B}, E) is defined as follows
bminsel(C, {B→ B}, E) def=
LUB(MIN(bmatch(C, {B→ B}, E)), bmatch(C, {B→ B}, E))
Example 2.11. Let us consider the crucial situation, with a diamond hierarchy, depicted in Fig. 8. The method definition
n(B x){this.m(x); } is well typed, and this.m(x) is annotated with the static type B → B1 (B1 is the return type of m). If
we perform the method invocation v.n(new E(. . .)), the B annotation will not prevent us from selecting both the branches
m(D1 x) and m(D2 x) as possible minimal candidates. In particular (for simplicity, we are not considering return types):
bmatch(E, {B, B′, C1, C2, D1, D2}, B) = {B, B′, C1, C2, D1, D2}
MIN(bmatch(E, {B, B′, C1, C2, D1, D2}, B)) = {D1, D2}
Let us denote bmatch(E, {B, B′, C1, C2, D1, D2}, B) byM .
Now, we invoke LUB({D1, D2},M). Since
MIN(UB({D1, D2},M)) = MIN({B, B′, C1, C2}) = {C1, C2},
which is not a singleton, then we perform the recursive call LUB({C1, C2},M) which returns MIN(UB({C1, C2},M)) that is
the singleton {B′}. Thus we select the branch m(B′ x). Note that, sincewewant to avoid run-time ambiguities while choosing
the most specialized branch, then selecting the branch m(B′ x) is the only safe choice.
Once the signature of the branch to select is determined, mbody(m, C, C) selects the body of the branch of the multi-
method m in the class C that has the parameter types C (since branches are inherited, this function may have to inspect the
superclass of C in case that body is not defined in C). mbody returns a pair (x, e) where the first element is the parameter
sequence, and the second one is the actual body of the selected branch. Differently from FJ, where the parameter types were
not needed, since only one signature for a method can exist in a class hierarchy, here we also need to specify the parameter
types in order to perform the body selection.We introduce the additional lookup function,mbodysel(m, C, C, E) that searches
for the signature of the branch that matches best the argument types C with E as top filter, by using the above mentioned
mtypesel lookup function, and then selects the body of the obtained signature, by usingmbody.
The operational semantics (Fig. 9) is defined by the reduction relation e −→ e′, read ‘‘e reduces to e′ in one step’’. The
standard reflexive and transitive closure of−→, denoted by−→?, defines the reduction relation in many steps. We adopt
a deterministic call-by-value semantics, analogous to the call-by-value strategy of FJ presented in [40]. The congruence
rules define that the operators (method invocation, object creation and field selection) are reduced only when all their
subexpressions are reduced to values (call-by-value).
The expression [x ← v, this ← u]e denotes the expression obtained from e by replacing x1 with v1, . . ., xn with vn
and thiswith u.
We focus on the only reduction rule that needs to be changed w.r.t. FJ, i.e., the method selection rule. The rule R-Invk
employs dynamic overloading for selecting themost specific body (branch) of the invokedmethod,with respect to the actual
types of both the receiver and the arguments. The semantics of method invocation is type driven: the function bmtypesel is
employed by mbodysel to obtain the signature of the most specialized branch, then the function mbody searches for the
body that is associated to this signature starting from the actual type of the receiver object (Fig. 4). Thus, the selected
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Fig. 9. Operational semantics.
Fig. 10. Typing rule for annotated method invocation (e and e are intended to denote annotated expressions).
method body is not only the most specialized w.r.t. the argument types but also the most redefined version associated
to that signature. This way, wemodel standardmethod overriding inside our mechanism of dynamic overloading. Note that
we pass to mbodysel the static annotation E, that will then be used as the top filter by mtypesel. This will guarantee the
absence of dynamic ambiguities.
3. Properties
In this section we address the issue of type safety for FMJ.
Since our small-step semantics is defined on annotated expressions, we must use a type system that checks annotated
expressions in order to formulate the type preservation theorem. Indeed, in compiled well-typed programs, method
invocations are the only expressions that are type annotated. Then the type system we need in this section, for proving
type safety, is just the same as the one in Fig. 6, but for the rule T-Invkwhich is replaced by the new rule TA-Invk. TA-Invk
is presented in Fig. 10, where e and e are intended to denote annotated expressions. It checks that (i) both e and e are
well typed (as in the rule T-Invk); (ii) the type annotation is correct since the annotated type belongs to the multi-type of
the method that is invoked; (iii) the function bmtypesel is defined, that is the signature of the most specialized branch is
univocally determined and is a subtype of the annotation, using the annotated type as a top filter. If the above conditions
are true, then the invocation expression is given type D, since the method is annotated with the type D → D. We will use
the same derivation symbol ` also for this type system; this makes sense thanks to Property 3.3.
Property 3.1. Given a method name m, a class name C, and some parameter types C, if mtypesel(m, C, C) = B → B then
bmtypesel(m, C, C, B) = B→ B.
Proof. Suppose that bmtypesel(m, C, C, B) = D → D with D 6= B; by Definition 2.7 we must have D <: B, but then, by
Definition 2.5,mtypesel(m, C, C) 6= B→ Bwhich is an absurdum. 
Property 3.2. If bmtypesel(m, C, C, D) = B→ B then
(1) B→ B ∈ mtype(m, C)
(2) B <: D
Proof. The result follows from the definition of bmtypesel (Fig. 7). 
Property 3.3 (Types are Preserved Under Annotation). If Γ ` e : B for some Γ and B, then Γ ` A[[e]]Γ : B.
Proof. By induction on a derivation ofΓ ` e : B. The only interesting case is T-Invk,Γ ` e.m(e) : B; by rule T-Invk (Fig. 6)
we have Γ ` e : C, Γ ` e : C and mtypesel(m, C, C) = B→ B; by Definition 2.6,A[[e.m(e)]]Γ = A[[e]]Γ .m(A[[e]]Γ )B→B.
By induction hypothesis Γ ` e : C implies Γ ` A[[e]]Γ : C and Γ ` e : C implies Γ ` A[[e]]Γ : C and by Property 3.1
bmtypesel(m, C, C, B) = B → B, where B → B ∈ mtype(m, C) by Property 3.2. Thus we can apply rule TA-Invk (Fig. 10) to
obtain Γ ` A[[e.m(e)]]Γ : B. 
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Fig. 11. A class hierarchy.
By Property 3.3 any well-typed program is compiled to an annotated program such that annotated expressions preserve
their types, before its execution. Then we have to prove type preservation and progress properties for annotated programs,
in order to guarantee the type safety of our language. In the following wewill prove these properties after some preliminary
Lemmas. By abusing notation we continue to use e and e to denote annotated expressions; moreover, we assume that the
programs are statically typed and then the class table is well typed.
Lemma 3.4. If bmtypesel(m, C, C, D) = B → B, where D → D ∈ mtype(m, C) for some D, then, for any C1 and C1 such that
C1 <: C and C1 <: C, we have that
bmtypesel(m, C1, C1, D) = E→ E where E <: D and D→ D ∈ mtype(m, C1).
Proof. Let S and S1 denote the following sets:
S = bmatch(C,mtype(m, C), D)
S1 = bmatch(C1,mtype(m, C1), D)
Since C1 <: C, we have
(1)mtype(m, C1) ⊇ mtype(m, C)
and then, since C1 <: C,
(2) S1 ⊇ S
Since by assumption bmtypesel(m, C, C, D) is defined, then we obtain that S is not empty, which implies
(3) S1 is not empty (from (2)).
Moreover, D→ D ∈ S, since D→ D ∈ mtype(m, C) and C <: B <: D; thus we have
(4) D→ D ∈ S1 (from (1) and (2))
Therefore D → D is the least upper bound of S1 (from (4) and by definition of bmatch) which implies
bmtypesel(m, C1, C1, D) = E→ E, for some E and Ewith E <: D. Finally, D→ D ∈ mtype(m, C1) follows from the assumption
D→ D ∈ mtype(m, C) using (1). 
The previous Lemma is a crucial property to prove the Substitution Property. Note that if m is a standard method, whose
redefinition in subclasses preserves the signature (standard method overriding), then, our definitions of bmtypesel and the
proof of the following Substitution Lemma collapses to the proof of the analogous Lemma for FJ. Indeed, our language
extension is conservative.
Let us observe that we cannot prove themore general form of the Lemmawhere bmtypesel(m, C1, C1, D) = E→ Ewhere
E <: B (see Lemma 3.1 in [9]); this is because, during reduction of subexpressions in a method invocation expression, when
decreasing the type of the receiver and the types of the arguments, the type of the branch used to type check the invocation
expression might not decrease (but the parameter types of the selected branch will never be a supertype of the top filter D,
as stated in Lemma 3.4).
For instance, let us consider the example in Fig. 11. The parameter of method n has static type B. At run-time this type
can decrease to D. In this case the selected branch for the call this.m(x) is m(D x) since bminsel(D, M, B)= D→ D′ where M
is the set of arrow types whose input types match with D w.r.t the static filter B, D′ <: B′ and B′ is the return type of the
branch m(B x). Then if the type decreases from D to Ewe have bminsel(E, M′, B)= B→ B′ (where M′ is the set of arrow types
whose input types match with E). Thus, the return type of the selected branch increased from D′ to B′.
This is due to the fact that going down in the class hierarchy there can be more superclasses (as in the case of E), thus,
the set of matching branches is larger (M ⊂ M′) and we may have to go up in the hierarchy to find the least upper bound to
solve possible diamond situations during method selection.
The type can actually decrease (w.r.t. the static type assigned to the original method invocation expression) only when
all subexpressions are reduced to values and the method selection actually takes place as the next step in the reduction.
This latter fact is the one that matters most, but in our one-step reduction strategy, we need to take into consideration also
the above issue, otherwise we would not be able to prove the substitution lemma and the type preservation theorem. Thus,
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in TA-Invk, the type assigned to the expression is always the static one, i.e., D. Then, Lemma 3.4 is enough to prove the
substitution lemma and the type preservation theorem.
Lemma 3.5 (Substitution Lemma). If Γ , x : B ` e : D and Γ ` e : E where E <: B, then Γ ` [x ← e]e : C for some
C <: D.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ , x : B ` e : D, with a case analysis on the last applied rule.
T-Var. If x 6∈ x then the conclusion is immediate since [x ← e]x = x; otherwise, x = xi and D = Bi, and
[x← e]x = [x← e]xi = ei; then, by assumption, Γ ` ei : Ei <: Bi.
T-Field. By induction hypothesis, taking into account that fields, with their types, are inherited in subclasses and all field
names are assumed to be distinct.
TA-Invk. e = e0.m(e0)D→D and Γ , x : B ` e0.m(e0)D→D : D for some D and D. The premises of TA-Invk are• Γ , x : B ` e0 : C1,
• Γ , x : B ` e0 : C1,
• bmtypesel(m, C1, C1, D) = D1 → D1 where D→ D ∈ mtype(m, C1).
Then, by induction hypothesis
• Γ ` [x← e]e0 : C2 <: C1, (1)
• Γ ` [x← e]e0 : C2 <: C1. (2)
By Lemma 3.4, bmtypesel(m, C2, C2, D) = D2 → D2 where D→ D ∈ mtype(m, C2) (3). Thus, using TA-Invk on (1),
(2) and (3) we obtain
Γ ` ([x← e]e0).m([x← e]e0)D→D : D.
T-New. By induction hypothesis. 
Theorem 3.6 (Type Preservation). If Γ ` e : E and e −→ e′ then Γ ` e′ : E′ for some E′ <: E.
Proof. By induction on a derivation of e −→ e′. The only crucial case is when the last applied rule is R-Invk:
mbodysel(m, C, D, E) = (x, e0)
new C(v).m(new D(u))E→E −→ [x← new D(u), this← new C(v)]e0
R-Invk
By assumption, Γ ` new C(v).m(new D(u))E→E : Ewhich can be obtained only by TA-Invkwhere the premises are
(1) Γ ` new C(v) : C.
(2) Γ ` new D(u) : D.
(3) bmtypesel(m, C, D, E) = B→ B, where E→ E ∈ mtype(m, C), so that B <: E (Property 3.2), and Bmatches D, i.e., D <: B
Moreover, by definitions of auxiliary functions in Fig. 7, using (3), we have that mbodysel(m, C, D, E) = (x, e0) implies
B → B ∈ mtype(m, C) and there is a superclass C1 of C (C <: C1) such that this : C1, x : B ` e0 : B′ <: B for some B′.
Then, by using (1) and (2) and the Substitution Lemma 3.5, we have ` [x← new D(u), this← new C(v)]e0 : B′′ <: B′.
Finally, B <: E implies B <: E, by well-formedness of multi-types (Definition 2.2-(2)) and then B′′ <: B′ <: B <: E.
The cases of congruence rules are straightforward, using Lemma 3.4 for method invocation expressions. 
Theorem 3.7 (Progress). Let e be a closed expression. If ` e : D for some D, then either e is a value or e −→ e′ for some e′.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of ` e : B, with a case analysis on the last applied rule.
T-Var is excluded since e is closed.
T-Field, T-New follow from the induction hypothesis, using congruence rules.
TA-Invk is the only crucial case, that is:
Γ ` e0 : C Γ ` e : C
bmtypesel(m, C, C, D) = B→ B D→ D ∈ mtype(m, C)
Γ ` e0.m(e)D→D : D
By induction hypothesis, e0 or e can be reduced or they are all values. In the first case the method invocation
expression reduces by using congruence rules. Then, let us consider the particular case when all subexpressions
are values, that is e = new C(v).m(new C(u))D→D.
By Property 3.2 we have that bmtypesel(m, C, C, D) = B → B implies B → B ∈ mtype(m, C). By definition
of mtype and since the class table CT is well typed, we have mbody(m, C, D) = (x, e1) for some (x, e1). By
definition of mbodysel in Fig. 7 we have mbodysel(m, C, C, D) = (x, e1) thus we can use the rule R-Invk to obtain
[x← new C(u), this← new C(v)]e1. 
Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 showhow type safety of FJ can be preservedwhen addingmulti-methodswith dynamic overloading
with our approach, i.e., any well-typed FMJ program cannot get stuck.
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4. Extension to static overloading
Our approach can be used to model also static overloading in a smooth way. Indeed, we can extend the language in order
to provide both static and dynamic overloadingmechanisms, by adding the new expressionst e.m(e) to represent amethod
call in which the selection of the body must be performed according to the static overloading policy.
It is intuitively fairly clear that no specific new rules are needed as far as typing and congruence rules are concerned.
We can use T-Invk also for (statically) type checking the new construct. Analogously, the operational congruence rules for
method invocation can be extended to st e.m(e), so preserving the call-by-value reduction strategy.
Instead, we have to add a specific reduction rule:
mbody(m, C, E) = (x, e0)
st new C(v).m(new D(u))E→E −→ [x← new D(u), this← new C(v)]e0
R-SInvk
Sincewe have the (static) type annotation, we already have all the informationwe need to select the right branch:we simply
use the argument types of the annotation to select the body by means of the function mbody. This highlights the fact that
method selection is performed once and for all at compile time. Note however, that once the signature E → E has been
selected via static overloading resolution, dynamic binding is still employed to select at run-time the most specialized body
of m according to the dynamic type of the receiver.
In our approach, ‘‘the compile time selection’’ is implemented through the annotations which ‘‘remember’’ the types
that are used during type checking to statically select the branch. In programming language implementations, a technique
to perform the annotation is name mangling, as in C++ [46,35]: a way of encoding additional information in the name of a
function in order to pass more information from the compilers to linkers. Thus, the C++ compiler adds information about
the parameters of a function (or method) to the name of the function itself. Our annotation can be seen as a formalization
of the mentioned name mangling technique.
We stressed, in the Introduction, that static overloading is generally considered a misleading mechanism because of its
complicated interaction with inheritance. Then, why should we treat it? Firstly, overloading in Java (as in most mainstream
programming languages) is static and this feature has not been modeled yet in Featherweight Java which is widely used to
model Java extensions. Then having static overloading in the FJ model permits isolating and studying the contexts where
overloading interacts badly with inheritance; furthermore, it permits investigating possible interactions with other features
of a proposed language extension. Secondly, the presence of static overloading in a core language can be used to study the
simulation of dynamic overloading by using static overloading and dynamic binding, following the idea of Ingalls [30]. Thus,
we can use our extension to formalize the transformation from an extended Java with dynamic overloading to standard
Java. The formalization will prove not only that the translated program is still type safe, but also that the semantics of the
translated program is the same as the semantics of the original one, providing a framework to reason about correctness of
compilers when adding dynamic overloading to a language (see also Section 7).
We conclude this section by observing that the type annotation technique would be useful also for handling super:
as suggested in [40] (page 531) in order to handle super, ‘‘we need some way of remembering what class the currently
executingmethod came from’’. Again, such information can be gathered during typing and recorded in an annotation, before
executing the program.
5. Discussion on FMJ design choices
In this section we point out and motivate main design choices in the type system and the operational semantics of FMJ.
The annotation technique is a key point in our approach, since it permits avoiding dynamic ambiguity situations, like the
one depicted in Fig. 3. The need to introduce this technique is mainly due to the fact that two different lookup functions are
required for selecting themost specialized branch of amethod invocation, one in the static typing and the other at run-time.
The type system detects static ambiguity situations by using the lookup functionminsel (Definition 2.5), which can fail if the
set of the best matching branches is not a singleton (or it is empty), accordingly to the resolution policy that is used by Java
for static overloading. If the best matching branch is found, then we use its signature to annotate the method invocation
expression. However, during evaluation, types (both of the receiver and of the parameters) can decrease, then the set of
matching branches can increase (remember that, thanks to copy semantics, such set never decreases). Thus, if we simply
relied onminsel to select the right branch also at run-time, we might not be able to solve diamond relation situations as the
one depicted in Fig. 8.
The lookup function bminsel uses the (static) type annotation as a top filter to limit the dynamic search, so avoiding all
the branches that are completely unrelated to the static choice. Let us stress that this is not a resolution of an ambiguity
that gives priority to a given branch w.r.t. another one (similar to some multiple inheritance ambiguity resolutions that
automatically choose a class that comes first in the inheritance specification [43,31]). The function bminsel selects the most
specialized signature by skipping diamond situations; however, the branch chosen at run-timewill never be less specialized
than the one considered statically during type checking. Thus, the selection is still safe.
On the other hand, one might think of using bminsel also in the (static) type checking where Object can be taken as
the top filter. While this solution would not affect the safety of the language, it would however be too liberal, accepting as
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correct also programswhere the ambiguity is clear. For instance, consider the situation depicted in Fig. 8, and the invocation
this.m(new E()). If we used bminsel also in the type system, this method invocation expression would not be rejected;
instead, both Java and C++ reject the above expression as ambiguous during compilation (as it is in our typing).
As pointed out in the Introduction, an important feature of our approach consists in preserving Java modularity
and program extendibility, so that modules can be type checked in isolation and then composed dynamically without
typechecking the whole program again. If one is willing to have a global type checking, he can still enforce the requirement
of global well-formedness, according to the approach presented in [9]. In that approach, condition 3 of Definition 2.1 is the
weakest condition for ensuring that, for any sequence of input types, the set of matching types (subset of the multi-type)
has a least element (see [19], page 119, for the formal proof). Thus, once typing has successfully checked class declarations
and method definitions, every method invocation is safe since it can choose this least element, both statically (if the set of
matching types is not empty) and dynamically, by simply using the same lookup function minsel. It is easy to verify that, if
a method m is globally well-formed then, in the present solution, for any invocation of mwe select exactly the least element
among all the matching branches. Namely, the type annotation corresponds to this minimum w.r.t. the static types of the
arguments. Dynamically, the function bminsel returns the minimum w.r.t. the dynamic types of the arguments, and this
minimum is a subtype of the static one.
Finally, wewant to stress thatwe are not considering run-time errors, sincewe are interested in the (type) safe treatment
of multi-methods. It is, however, obvious that switching to an ‘‘unsafe’’ version of FMJ, with exceptions due to possible run-
time ambiguities, is only a matter of usingminsel also at run-time.
6. Related work
Various object-oriented languages have been proposed to study multi-methods and dynamic overloading. In the
following we mention most of them, by focusing on their features that differ from our approach.
CLOS [12] is a class-based language with a linearization approach to multi-methods: they are ordered by prioritizing
argument position with earlier argument positions completely dominating later ones. This automatic handling of
ambiguities may lead to programming errors. In Dylan [43] methods are not encapsulated in classes but in generic functions
which are first class objects. When a generic function is called it finds the methods that are applicable to the arguments and
selects themost specific one. BeCecil [21] is a prototype-based languagewithmulti-methods.Multi-methods are collected in
first-class generic function objects which can extend other objects. Even if this language is object-based, it provides a static
type system, scoping and encapsulation of all declarations; however, its approach, being object-based is radically different
from our class-based setting.
The language KOOL [19] integrates multi-methods and overloaded functions (external to classes) in a functional kernel
object-oriented language in a type safe way. The notion of well-formedness for FMJ types is widely inspired by the one
defined in [19]. KOOL includes both encapsulatedmulti-methods and overloaded functions external to classes (not included
in FMJ) thus unifying in a single language two different styles of programming; on the other hand KOOL does not permit
mutually recursive class definitions, namely, it does not allow the programmer to write a method with a parameter of type
A in a class if the class A is defined after the current class. Finally, KOOL does not interpret overloading by copy semantics,
so many multi-method definitions which are well typed in FMJ are discarded in KOOL. Thus FMJ permits a less restrictive
overloading resolution policy still maintaining the primary goal of type safety.
Tuple [34] is a simple object-oriented language designed to integrate dynamic overloading in a language by adding tuples
as primitive expressions. Tuple is statically typed and it is proved to be type safe based on the type checking algorithm
presented in [20]. In Tuple methods can be defined either inside classes or in tuple classes (external to standard classes).
Message lookup on methods defined in a tuple supports dynamic overloading: messages are sent to tuples of arguments
dynamically involved in method selection. There are some key differences between Tuple and FMJ. Differently from FMJ,
Tuple supports dynamic overloading only for methods external to classes.
Dubious [38] is a core calculus designed to study modular static type checking of multi-methods in modules. Dubious is
classless and includes multi-methods with symmetric dispatch in the form of generic functions defined in modules that can
be checked separately and then linked in a type safe way. In [38] several type systems are discussed in order to find the right
balance between flexibility and type safety. Dubious and FMJ share some basic features such as the symmetry of method
dispatch and static type safety.
Fortress [3] is an object-oriented language supporting methods within traits [42] and functions defined outside traits. It
also provides components (units of compilation) which contain declarations of objects, traits and functions. Fortress differs
from mainstream languages since it is not class-based.
Parasitic multi-methods [13] are a variant of the encapsulated multi-methods of [14,19] applied to Java. This extension
is rather flexible and indeed provides modular dynamic overloading. The goal of modularity has influenced many aspects of
the design:
• method selection is asymmetric, i.e., the receiver’s type is evaluated before the argument, in method selection;
• the selection of the most specialized method takes place through instanceof checks and consequent type casts;
• parasitic methods are complicated by the use of textual order of methods in order to resolve ambiguities for selecting
the right branch;
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• all methods must be declared in the class of the receiver in order to eliminate class dependencies. The price to pay is that
the class hierarchies of the multi-methods arguments must be anticipated limiting flexibility;
• the rules concerning the interaction between standard and parasitic methods w.r.t. overriding and overloading are quite
complex thus requiring some extra effort to the programmer.
MultiJava [22] is an extension of Java to support multi-methods and open classes, i.e. classes to which new methods can
be added without editing the class directly. Newmethods in a class C can be added by defining externalmethod families in a
different compilation unit w.r.t. to the one containing C definition. Only clients that import the new external method family
will see the new methods in the apparent signature of C. The drawback of this approach is that extending or modifying an
existing method, can only be done by explicitly subclassing all affected variants and overriding the corresponding branches.
This complicates the extensibility and can lead to an inconsistent distribution of code. MultiJava modular type system is
based on the one of Dubious.
In [41] C++ is extended with open multi-methods and symmetric dispatch. Differently from our approach open multi-
methods are external to classes (as the external added methods of MultiJava). The solution proposed in [41] is modular
and handles call resolution in three stages (overload (1) and ambiguity (2) resolution, run-time dispatch (3)) to manage
ambiguities resolution for open multi-methods in a language supporting multiple inheritance.
Cmm [45] is a preprocessor providing multi-methods in C++. Cmm is based on the proposal of [44]. The drawback of
this solution is that exceptions can be raised due to missing branches and ambiguities, thus losing the advantage of having
a type-safe linguistic extension.
Other approaches add dynamic overloading to Java without type checking the proposed extension: JMMF [26] is a
framework implemented using reflection mechanism, while in [15] a new construct is created using ELIDE (a framework
implemented to add high level features to Java). The major drawback of these proposals is that type errors, due to missing
or ambiguous branches, are caught at run-time by exceptions.
An extension of the JVM is proposed in [25] in order to provide dynamic overloading in Java without modifying neither
the syntax nor the type system: the programmer directly selects the classes which should use dynamic overloading. The
problem of this approach is that ambiguous method calls can arise dynamically.
A library extension that implements a limited form of dynamic overloading in Java, based on a visitor pattern-like code,
is presented in [28]. Again, this approach suffers from possible run-time exceptions.
Alexandrescu (Chapter 11 of [2]) presents some solutions to implement dynamic overloading in C++ through a smart
use of generic programming (templates). This approach does not extend the language and run-time errors due to missing
branches can still be raised. Moreover, some of the approaches presented in [2] do not correctly interact with inheritance.
7. Conclusions and further work
The contribution of this paper is to provide a formal framework for reasoning about extensions of Java-like languages
withmulti-methods. Distinguishing features of our proposal are: (i) multi-methods are encapsulated in classes, (ii) dynamic
selection of themulti-method branch is symmetric, (iii)we adopt a copy semantics of inheritance, (iv) the extended language
FMJ preserves type safety. Furthermore, we statically rule out potential dynamic ambiguities by only typechecking multi-
method invocation expressions,without requiring to inspect thewhole class hierarchy. Thuswe avoid any loss ofmodularity,
extensibility and program maintenance, which is the crucial drawback of many other proposals, including our previous
solution presented in [9].
In the present formal perspective, we do not deal with efficiency issues: the dynamic overloading selection here
presented is not efficient due to the recurrent use of the lookup functions (Fig. 7), which basically inspect the classes in the
hierarchy and all the available branches. On the contrary, in the actual implementation of a language, it is crucial that the
selection takes place efficiently; for instance, dynamic binding is usually implemented in constant time, i.e., independently
from the number of classes of the hierarchy.
Indeed, from the implementation point of view, the lookup functionsmust be intended as lookup tables that are built once
and for all, possibly by the compiler. However, this would still require a run-time inspection of these tables, and the branch
selection might not be constant (see, e.g., some works on the optimizations of these tables, such as [5,24,47]). Moreover,
concerning the type checking of multi-method signatures with respect to a given list of types, a polynomial-time algorithm
is developed in [20] which is applicable to many contexts, including FMJ.
We already did some work on multi-methods as a language extension of C++ (see [7,8]). In particular, the software
doublecpp,http://doublecpp.sf.net, is based on a preprocessor that, given a programwritten in the extendedC++,
produces an equivalent program in standard C++, by applying a program transformation based on the double dispatch
technique [30,27]. The translated code implements dynamic overloading selection by using only static overloading and
dynamic binding (in particular, it never uses RTTI checks) and thus the selection takes place in constant time, independently
from the class hierarchy and from the number of branches.
We plan to follow the same technique to extend Java with multi-methods: we will adapt the transformation technique
used for C++ to Java, we will formalize the transformation from an extended Java to standard Java using the extension of
FJ presented in this paper. The target of the transformation will be FJ with static overloading, as illustrated in Section 4. The
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formalization will prove not only that the translated program is still type safe, but also that the semantics of the translated
program is the same as the semantics of the original one.
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